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operation which is called clearing of frac-
tions, and we shall then have,
which, reduced still further, equals
124—8#=145. Transposing the known
quantities to the right of the sign of equality,
we have I5x—8#=145—124. Now let us
place this entire problem in formal order
as directed in the explanation of the prob-
lem involving elimination by addition or sub-
traction :
(1)	. .2x+5y=31
(2)	3x+4y=29
(3)	Transposing- 2x in   (1)  and        31—2s:
dividing- by 5	y=	g—
(4)	Substituting the value of  /31—2x\
y in (2)	..	3x+4|—5	1 =29
(5)	Clearing of  frac-
tions 	15X+124—8x—145
(6)	Transposing- ....15x	—8x=145—124
(7)		x=3
(8)  Substituting   the	_31—6
value of x in (3>*	y=     5
(9)		y=5
Solve the following problems, eliminating
by substitution:
/=—2
/=—10
1.   Solve
 2.	Solve
 3.	Solve
/= 7
It frequently happens that there will be
three unknown quantities, the values of all
of which are to be found. Such a problem
presents no more difficulties than any of the
above, for the student should apply the rules
for elimination to two of the given equations
and find the values of two of the unknown
quantities, then substitute these values in
connection with the third unknown quantity.
Such a problem, with full solution, is given
below:
Solve -
z= 6
x-f
CD
(2)
(3)	............ 3x—4y+6z=13
 (4)	Bring- down (2)	2x+3y+4z=:20
 (5)	Multiply (1) by 2	2x+2y+2z=12
 (6)	Subtract		y+2z= 8
 (7)	Bringr down (3)	.3x—4y+6z=13
 (8)	Multiply (1) by 3	3x-f3y4-3z=18
*It would be as well to substitute the value
of x in either (1) or (2) as in (3).
  
(9)  Subtract  	
 (10)	Multiply (6) by 7	
 (11)	Add (9) and (10)	
 (12)	Therefore   	
 (13)	Substituting- in (6)....
(14)	
(15)  Substituting- in (1)	
(16)	
(17)  Proof  	
7y-fl4z=56
17z=51
z= 3
y+6= 8
y= 2
x+2-f 3= 6
1+24-3= 6
Solve the following problems and prove
the correctness of your work in each instance:
rx—y+2z=7
1.	Solve J 3x+2y— z=8
[ 4x—3y+ z—3
f 5x—6y+4z-15
2.	Solve J 7x+4y—3z=19
3.	A farmer sold 10 barrels of apples and 3
barrels of potatoes for $29; and at the same
rate 4 barrels of apples and 5 barrels of po-
tatoes  for   $23.     Find   the  price   of   each  a
barrel.
If the student states clearly a problem such
as the above, he will have no difficulty with
any part of it. The statement of this is as
follows:
x=value of 1 barrel of apples,
y=value of 1 barrel of potatoes,
10x+3y=29
4x+5y=23
Solve according- to instructions governing1
the solution of problems involving1 two un-
known quantities.
 4.	Two numbers are such that 3 times the
first plus 5 times the second equals 44; but Z
times the second plus 6 times the first equals
60.   What are the numbers?
 5.	A book-seller sells 3  bound copies of a
work and 7 stitched copies.    He receives for
them all $32.40.   Another day he sells 2 bound
copies and 5 stitched copies for $22.60.    How
much   does   a  stitched   copy  cost,   and  how
much a bound copy?
Advance Work. We have covered the
fundamental principles of algebra in the
foregoing pages. The subject of fractions
involves no new theory; it requires simply
arithmetical knowledge of fractions added
to the algebraic principles which have here
been described. If one learns thoroughly
what has been given in these pages he can
proceed intelligently to the study of factor-
ing, highest common divisor, the least com-
mon multiple, and on through quadratic
equations.
The subject of algebra is fascinating as a
study, but it is an exacting science. The
slightest mistake, even in the change of one
sign, destroys the work of an entire problem-
There is really no better subject that the
boy or girl can study to develop care and
painstaking accuracy.

